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It's been two years since the lion roared ...the eagle flew ...and the fated Celtic warrior embraced

her destiny. Now, with an unknown darkness swirling and the body count rising, Gainesboro needs

a hero more than ever. A new battle is brewing. Who will answer the call to war? The time has

come.The stage is set. And, the Garretts are back in a brand new novella!
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Wowzers!!! We are back again with Celeste and her crew. Now let me say I love this cover it stands

out a lot more.In this story we are seeing Celeste as just a normal woman who is in college but this

time she is in college with Rowan or favorite pirate!!!! Everyone has had their memory wiped so

Celeste doesn't remember that she is The Conduit and Rowan seems to be okay with that even

though he knows it is wrong. A pirate with a conscience what is up with that.As much as we see that

Rowan wants to protect her it seems that there is something evil at play and it is up to Rowan to

stop it. For his sacrifice he actually won my heart I just hope that the dark side doesn't pull to him

too bad. He also runs into our Irish-man and we get to see how that goes! Where this story left off



you know that something has to come about with it all and we can just hope that Celeste will

remember enough to want to fight back against the evil that lurks around before it is too late.There

is so much to say but I feel I would give it all away as this novella is short. I can honestly say if you

are looking for humor than look no further than Grams and the family, along with the small bit of

action that comes along it makes for one heck of a ride.If you haven't read the first book I highly

recommend you start the series there before jumping into book five as this can not be read as a

stand alone.

I am so excited the Garretts are back. I'm even more excited to see the pirate and the Irishman.Of

course, it isn't that easy is it? Rowan... (sigh). This guy just can't make up his mind on which team

he's batting for... good or evil. Damn, pirate.The ending will leave you thinking WTH. No..... not my

pirate. Ok. Maybe that's just me, but really you will be speechless.Set aside some uninterrupted me

time. You will read Descent front to back without stopping. I guarantee it.

As I recall, Caleb's demon was split from him through a ceremony - why would remembering his

oast after a mindwipe somehow restore his demonic powers? Also, if there is surprise that one

batch of demons connected with Celeste didn't lose their memories, why an expectation earlier that

a group of demons professing her as their leader would have their memories intact?I thought it

would be interesting to read the next book in a series I thought was finished, but I was disappointed

by the predictable plot and what looks like inconsistencies to me, not to mention some annoying

character changes to (minor) characters.

Loved getting Rowen's side of the story! He would do anything for Celeste and this right here proves

it. He has so much love but does everything wrong but can he win her heart?

All I can say is when can I get the next one! I knew he was gonna do that dang it!!!

If you love great humor and drama, this is the book for you. The author has written a great Novella

in her Gryphon Series!! Do not miss one book of the series!

WOW....I was completely shocked by the outcome of this book, which of course, has left me

dangling with another cliffhanger. I say this all in a good way though. The author has once again

sucked me into this remarkable world of adventure that she has created and left me craving more,



and of course leaving me open to questions. This author has a knack for keeping us in suspense

until next book comes out and makes us ask questions of WHY?....The characters in the story are

still awesome and the story-line kept me turning each page with the need to know more. Now, I

hunger to find out where this author will take us next on this wild adventure. I devoured this book in

twelve hours, because it was that good that I just couldn't put it down. I highly recommend this story

to others to enjoy as much if not more than I did. Caution: If you have not read the first 4, you

maybe lost.

If you've been following along and have read all of The Gryphon Series novels then you know my

level of joy when I heard Descent was being released! We thought we had all seen the last of our

beloved Garretts, favorite pirate and studded Titan but, Stacey Rourke heard the fans requests for

more and she didn't let us down! That's right! They're back!!!!!!!!If you can't tell by the amazing

cover, we've got more of that feisty pirate! The majority of this book is in Rowans eyes! I think most

of us have had a love to hate relationships with our bad boy pirate but I think even you hard core

Caleb fans are going to love Rowan a little more after this book!It's been two years, our loving

Garretts don't remember their past, they don't recall any of their battles or destiny's. The only one

whom seems to remember is Rowan himself, and he's done everything he can to stop the Garrets

from remembering what once was, hoping to allow them to finally have a normal life and to allow

himself to finally love. However, there's a new threat, one that has found itself on the college

campus of the Garretts!The victims line up, demons are back, peaceful college life is gone and the

source of the danger will have your head spinning, your jaw dropped and have you praying it isn't

so! True Gryphon fans.... you may want to have a tissue near by, too!I was at the nail salon, getting

a pedicure as I was finishing up Descent.....Let's just say my reaction to the last chapter had me so

worked up that I made my nail tech jump and her and my daughter looking at me like I had lost my

mind. I can't even hint anything for fear of giving something away and it's so hard because I really

want to spill it all, vent my thoughts out here to all of you and have someone to pat my little head

and tell me it will all be okay! Stacey Rourke is infamous for leaving us reeling and wanting more but

this.....this had me yelling, "what? No. No way. She (Rourke) wouldn't.....would she? Oh crap she

did! OMG! What? That's where it ends!?!?!?!?!?!" This followed with me immediately looking for

more info on when the next book comes out! Good news people! It comes out in December!

Phew!Each time, Stacey manages to out-do her previous novel, keeping you laughing,yelling,crying

and cheering for more!
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